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SPEAKING AND WRITING—A STUDY OF DIFFERENCES

C. H. WOOLBERT
University of Illinois

OPEAKING and writing are alike—and different. Just how like
*-' and how different has never been adequately stated. An at-
tempt may be in order to draw the lines with sharper differentation.

Both are branches of the fundamental study of studies, the
mother tongue. They are the broadest of liberal disciplines be-
cause everybody needs to know them. Other subjects in the study
of the mother tongue are less liberal because less necessary to every-
day happiness. Literature comes next; yet literature easily be-
comes exotic, ego-centric, esoteric. It tends continually away from
simple needs, leading its votaries even so far from liberality of
culture as to become Pharisaical, canting, and bigoted. Allied with
literature is criticism, which as an aspect of the study of mother
tongue is' quite out of the world of every-day things, preferring
the coterie and the "chosen few." Finally, as philology, the most
remote stage, this great subject looses touch with common affairs and
is no longer liberal at all; it is as much a matter for the specialists
as is possible to be found. At the opposite end stand speaking and
writing. The most liberal of all liberal subjects, they are the
hand-maidens of all education and even of socialized life itself.

In text books speaking and writing are commonly treated as
though they were about the same thing; not quite, but almost. Es-
pecially where they obviously overlap, in the matter of thought
content and rhetorical structure, are they left undifferentiated.
Little has ever been written of their differences; much has been im-
plied of their likenesss; more than the facts warrant. The reason
for this is rather apparent,—text books are written, not spoken.
They are compiled by writers, reflecting the attitudes of writers,
most of whom have had no special training in speaking and who are
unfamiliar with the speaker's problems. Many of these writing
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272 THE QVARTRLY JOURNAL OF SPEECH EDUCATION

men would probably grade pretty low on the public platform or
in animated conversation. Some even count it a glory that they
shun the madding crowd and the press of public places. So it is
not to be wondered that they confound issues on speaking and writ-
ing ; to them such issues do not exist. So if they make the very com-
mon mistake of fixing on theories that defend their own limitations
and short-comings—as who does not?—their confusion in theory
merely reflects their confusion in practice.

But changing times are bringing changing ideals. "We know
now that speaking and writing are not the same. We recognize dif-
ferences ; definite, significant, even crucial. These differences it will
pay to look into.

I

A. "Writing includes three clear-cut processes:
1. THOUGHT: analyzable into perceptions, ideas, images, con-

. cepts, facts, knowledge, belief, judgment, imagination,
fancy, attitudes, purposes, intentions.

2. LANGUAGE : the use of words and sentences, grammar, syntax,
composition, rhetoric.

3. TYPOGRAPHY: including hand-writing and the printed page.
B. Speaking is composed of four processes:

1. THOUGHT: perceptions, ideas, etc., as in writing.
2. LANGUAGE : the use of words and sentences, grammar, syntax,

composition, rhetoric, phonology, articulation, pronuncia-
tion.

3. VOICE: articulation, enunciation, pronunciation, quality,
force, time, pitch, expression, interpretation, meaning.

4. ACTION : bodily set, posture, manner, mood, emotional tone,
movement, gesture.

Clearly the two processes overlap. Both exist to carry thought
by means of language; in the medium of conveyance, however, they
obviously differ, and most radically.

II

Yet is this difference in mode of transmission, obvious as it is
and immensely significant, all the difference there is ? Clearly not.
Thought for writing is conceived in a spirit entirely different from
thought for speaking. Language for writing is not by far the
language for speaking. If this be true, then, from thought on down
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SPEAKING AND WRITING 273

to the bodily means of expression, the two subjects differ in all par-
ticulars.

Print as against the voice-body machinery is a difference most
obvious in nature; but how great is it in degree ? They differ by a
gap so wide that not to appreciate the full extent of it is to risk
erring egregiously. A word done in black marks on the printed
page must mean one thing only; if it can mean more, the page fal-
sifies or beclouds. Also it must mean this one thing yesterday, to-
day, and forever. Done by tones of voice in speaking, however, it
may mean anything the speaker has skill to make it signify. The
word " Go " as light waves from the page, must have only one mean-
ing; in sound waves from the voice it can be given twenty mean-
ings—even . more. A sentence in writing is also limited to one
meaning; but in speaking, the same combination of words can be
given meanings multiplied many times.

All this can be achieved by voice alone. Consider now the
distance between speaking and writing when to voice is added ac-
tion. The voice can multiply meanings for a word that is spoken;
the body, however, can multiply meanings without words of any
kind or in any form. The two together, voice and body, work won-
ders. In every-day affairs men gather convictions more clearly
from what they see than from what they hear or read. Hear a
man say something for which you are not quite prepared, and you
turn sharply to—get the words more clearly? to catch the inflec-
tion of his voice more distinctly ? Seldom; rather, to look him in
the eye and to see how he carries his face and body. If you watch
his body and study his face you can ignore much of his voice and
words. Actions still speak louder than words; more, they speak at
all times, knowing no silences.

The result is that when voice and action are in agreement lan-
guage that contradicts them counts surprisingly little. Its printed-
page meaning can be (1) diverted, (2) obscured, and even (3) re-
versed. The uttering of "Go" can be diverted to mean, "Do what
you please about going or staying;" or obscured into "Both go and
stay," the voice saying "Leave" but the body saying "Stay where
you are;" or else reversed completely to mean "stay," where voice
and body agree on this meaning in defiance of the page meaning of
the word. A fair inspection of these relative values shows that in
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speech the choice of words is surprisingly subordinate to the be-
havior of voice and to the total bodily set.

An incident recorded of Mark Twain illustrates this capitally.
It is taken from Edwin Bok's Autobiography:1

After an interesting talk with Mark Twain, Bok wrote an ac-
count of the interview, with the humorist's permission. Desirous
that the published account should be in every respect accurate, the
manuscript was forwarded to Mark Twain for his approval. This
resulted in the following interesting letter.
"My DEAR MR. BOK:

"No, no—it is like most interviews, pure twaddle, and valueless.
"For several quite plain and simple reasons, an interview must, as a

rule, be an absurdity. And chiefly for this reason: it is an attempt to use
a boat on land, or a wagon on water, to speak figuratively. Spoken speech
is one thing, written speech is quite another. Print is a proper vehicle for
the latter, but it isn't for the former. The moment talk is put into print
you recognize that it is not what it was when you heard it; you perceive
that an immense something has disappeared from it. That is its soul.
You have nothing but a dead carcass left on your hands. Color, play of
feature, the varying modulations of voice, the laugh, the smile, the inform-
ing inflections, everything that gave that body warmth, grace, friendliness,
and charm, and commended it to your affection, or at least to your toler-
ance, is gone, and nothing is left, but a pallid, stiff, and repulsive cadaver.

"Such is 'talk' almost invariably, as you see it lying in state in an
'interview.' The interviewer seldom tries to tell one hoio a thing was said;
he merely puts1 in the naked remark, and stops there. When one writes
for print, his methods are different. He follows forms which have but
little resemblance to conversation, but they make the reader understand
what the writer is trying to convey. And when the writer is making a
story, and finds it necessary to report some of the talk of his characters,
observe how cautiously and anxiously he goes at that risky and difficult
thing:

'If he had dared to say that thing to my presence,' said Alfred, tak-
ing a mock heroic attitude, and casting an arch glance upon the company,
'blood would have flowed.'

'If he had dared to say that thing in my presence,' said Hawkwood,
with that in his eye which caused more than one heart in that guilty as-
semblage to quake, 'blood would have flowed.'

'If he had dared to say that thing in my presence,' said the paltry
blusterer, with valor on his! tongue and pallor on his lips,' blood would have
flowed.'

"So painfully aware is the novelist that naked talk in print conveys
1Pp. 205 ff. For the suggestion of this passage I am indebted to Pto-

fessor A. T. Weaver, of the University of Wisconsin.
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SPEAKING AND WRITING 275

no meaning, that he loads, and often overloads, almost every utterance of
his characters with explanations and interpretations. It is a loud con-
fession that print is a poor vehicle for 'talk,' it is a recognition that unin-
terpreted talk in print would result in confusion to the reader, not
instruction.

"Now, in your interview you have certainly been most accurate, you
have set down the sentences I uttered as I said them. But you have not
a word of explanation; what my manner was at several points is not indi-
cated. Therefore, no reader can possibly know where I was in earnest
and where I was joking; or whether I was joking altogether or in earnest
altogether. Such a report of a conversation has no value. It can convey,
many meanings to the reader, but never the right one. To add interpreta-
tion which would convey the right meanings is a something which would
require—what? An art so high and fine and difficult that no possessor of
it would ever be allowed to waste it on interviews.

"No; spare the reader and spare me; leave the whole interview out;
it is rubbish. I wouldn't talk in my sleep if I couldn't talk better than
that. If you wish to print anything, print this letter; it may have some
value, for it may explain to a reader here and there why it is that in inter-
views as a rule men seem to talk like anybody but themselves.

"Sincerely yours, MARK TWAIN."

What we call "parliamentary language" is the kind that on
paper appears correct, conforming to certain printed-page require-
ments ; yet as uttered in speech it may entail any insult or breach of
taste and etiquette injected by the tone of voice. Libel and slander
are words and statements which on paper overstep a certain con-
ventional line or respect and propriety, yet which when uttered in
speech can be entirely stripped of offensive meaning. Instance
the ribald and obscene chaffing found in barracks, lodging houses,
and camps, where men tolerate any language and words providing
the tone of voice and the facial expression are amiable and sympa-
thetic. Owen Wister 's Virginian challenges the defamatory words
of his enemy by putting his hand to his pistol and saying, "Smile
when you call me that!' ' According to the cowboy code even the
vilest of language was all right when uttered with a smile; without
it, all wrong. Yet the words were the same.

If we add, now, to this the fact that the printed-page gets al-
most no meaning except as it sets up voice processes, the value of
words as much shrinks still more. One cannot read—in silent
reading—without sub-vocal speech. Heading is always an act
of speaking without audible sounds. It entails elaborate tension
and activity of the whole voice mechanism. In the less skillful this
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can be readily observed by watching their lips; in children and
those who read but little. Others more experienced cover the ex-
terior and put the speech activities back out of sight. So when
good rhetoric requires that the printed page have only one mean-
ing, it is in reality demanding that the printed page shall lead the
reader to use a certain one of the many sub-vocal twists that a
word or sentence can be given by the voice mechanism. What
power the printed-page has—as words—it owes to the mechanism
of voice. As a thing in itself it is only black marks; its meaning is
a matter of what these black marks do to the mechanism of the
voice.

So it would seem that the educator who once proclaimed that
voice and action did not seem to him very important as a matter
of study and discipline, being merely on a par with typography
and handwriting, left some exceedingly pertinent factors out of
account. They are about as equal in importance as black paint
and human character.

All this explains facts that are known to everybody, and at the
same time accounts for well-known discrepancies. First, whenever
a speaker is incompetent in voice and body, whatever be his skill
in language, he carries very little meaning. Dull speaking is dull
chiefly because of dull vocal expression and inert bodily action.
Often enough the cure for the dullness is to redeem the voice-body
effect. As a consequence a very thin message—judged as written
composition—can still charm, inspire, and command if voice and
body are competent; while on the other hand, the richest of thought,
couched in the rarest and most skillful of language—as printed
page literature—can mean almost nothing and put auditors to
sleep when given with a dull voice and an inert body.

Burke emptied the House when he spoke, but the members
snatched the written report of it the next morning; good reading,
but poor speaking. The Eeverend Billy Sunday violates every
precept of linguistic propriety and syntax, and yet captivates the
tabernacle; effective speaking, but poor literature. Eminent sci-
entists, brilliant humanists, and great-hearted lovers of mankind
all too often prove a weariness to the flesh of auditors eager to hear
a message they cannot grasp, yet which the next day is acclaimed
in the press as a masterpiece of learning, wisdom, and literary grace.
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Assuredly there is a difference here of major importance. If
so, to teach students how to use thought and language is very far in-
deed from the whole problem of teaching them to speak. Mani-
festly to provide clear thinking and proper use of words is not
enough. One can have both of these at command and still fail ut-
terly ; not only as a public speaker, but as a conversationalist. To
imply that the use of voice and action is a matter of little or no
concern in the process of speaking, is a perversion of educational
values and a miperception of the facts.

Ill

But the difference between speaking and writing is not all sum-
med up in the difference between ink-marks and a human being.
It goes deep into the use of language and of the thought processes.
Thought for speaking is by no means what it is for writing; while
diction and composition for the two processes can be entirely dif-
ferent.

First, as to thought conceived for writing and thought con-
ceived for speaking. The crux of the difference lies in the situa-
tions under which writing and speaking occur. The writer selects
thought for people who are free from the strain and restraint of a
public gathering; the speaker selects ideas for people who are able
to see each other, who are not at all free from restraint, and who
are able to evaluate the communicator much more penetratingly
that if he cannot be seen. The writer's "prospect" is typically
relaxed, in comfort, free to move about; the speaker is at a public
meeting, under strain, and forced to sit still long after he would
normally desire to move and to ease his position. So that in pre-
paring for situations so radically different as these, whoever fails
to make a distinction in choice of ideas and attitudes, invites cer-
tain failure.

This difference in social situation of readers and listeners
has all too rarely been reckoned on in treatises on rhetoric and
composition. The common assumption seems to be that no differ-
ence exists, or differences that are only nominal. Let us analyze
the case a bit further; it is pregnant with suggestion.

First, consider the diverse frames of mind involved. At the
start is encountered a definite difference in personality, a change in
character, a shift in identity between what a man is when reading
alone and when listening among others. At home he is relaxed,
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calm, and self-possessed. He represents what we mean when we
say "natural." In public he is a man altogether different. He
is very likely to be stiff, highly tensed, a bit embarrased; or, con-
versely, he is exalted, on the qui vive, excited. He is filled with
thoughts that would never occur to him at home; about his looks,
his clothes, his actions, conduct, his feeling—his behavior. All
these come from a complex either of fear or eagerness induced by
being in a public place. In addition he is bombarded by a host
of distracting stimulations; the sights, sounds, temperature condi-
tions, pressures, and even smells of a public place; stimuli entirely
foreign in nature or significance to the seclusion of the study or the
home circle. By such influences the whole nature of his thought
processes is affected vitally.

IV
Fully as great as this difference between reader and listener is

the difference between the thinking currents of the speaker and
thinking currents of the writer. Speaker and writer select and
compose thought in entirely different moods and in different degrees
of tension. In the first place the speaker reveals more of what
he thinks and feels, even though he may use fewer words or a
"thinner" body of thought. As a consequence the same man will
as writer one time and as speaker another alter his whole thought
content. The necessities of the differing situations compel it.
Ideas that would serve in one situation fail in the other. Beliefs
expressed with profit in one case are to the other fatal.

Many factors make for this. First, the speaker composes, to a
large extent, in the face of his audience, where he can see and hear
them, can sense their moods and movements. It is generally conceded
now that the best speaking is the extempore type, planned ahead
but shaped and finally determined in the tension of the struggle
before the audience itself. It is also conceded that the speech plan-
ned without the audience in mind invites failure. So the very plan
is different between addressing an audience and a reading public.
Things that can be said wisely to the reader, often cannot be said
at all to the listener; while matter that readers can ponder and ap-
prehend at leisure or in deliberation, must often be left out of public
address altogether. This makes not only the outlines different, but
the main purpose and the actual ideas chosen for presentation—the
thought that is to be carried.
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Composing in the face of the audience affects also imagination
and inventiveness. Few men if any accept an audience with the
nonchalance with which they face a sheet of paper in their study.
They grow either inspired or faint, get into an ecstasy or lose their
powers of concentration, rouse themselves to their highest powers
or part with most of the powers they ever possessed. All this
brings about changes in thought content. Some speakers get their
brightest ideas when facing an audience. Others have nothing left
but banalities and apologies. The thinker in his study is a very
different person from the same thinker before an audience. He
does not, because he cannot, think the same thoughts.

Again, before an audience a thinker is more intimate. Writ-
ing is at its best when it is universal; speaking, when specially re-
lated to its specific audience. "Writers address a wide constituency,
mixed in temper, experience, and manners; speakers more often ad-
dress a homogeneous group than one mixed. Audiences with inter-
ests, tastes, and modes of thinking so divergent as those of the read-
ing public are very rare, if not quite impossible. So one writes in
a universal mood, for all men, and maybe for all time. Speaking
is typically to a specialized audience for the immediate present. The
thoughts one uses for the world at large are necessarily different
from those for a specific audience.

Again, the speaker can be more intense and yet not offend.
Intensity in writing is rather dangerous; it limits one's ' ' audience,''
and enlarges the possibility of giving offense. The platform, how-
ever, enjoys a certain license; one can say things there that would
cause the reader to throw away his paper or slam the book shut.
As a consequence the speaker can show greater assurance than the
writer; for he has in plain sight definite and efficient guides to his
conduct. Convesely, if he is not experienced, he can lose all the
assurance he ever had. In either case he is different in thought
power as writer from what he is as speaker. As speaker he can be
more earnest or more playful, more hearty, or more exalted; all in-
volving different facts, illustrations, and imaginings. As writer
he can be more subtle, more allusive, more erudite.

V

All this means a distinct difference in the content of speeches
as delivered and as printed. Most public addresses that finally
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get into print, especially into books—so-called "works" and school
texts—are at least the third version. First, there is the one the
speaker prepares, then the one he delivers, and finally the one he
devises for publication. The speeches in the newspapers nowadays
are most of the time something far different from what was spoken
the night of the meeting—unless the "speech" was read from manu-
script. In such a case the effect as speaking is largely nullified,
and only rarely can it be considered as a speech. It is merely writ-
ing prepared in the spirit of the.writer for readers—and read
aloud only incidentally. The majority of effective speakers, in
preparing a vital message for their audience, turn it and fit it after
they get on the platform. At least it is safe to say that in this way
is done the best speaking; else what we get is mere recitation or
reading from a paper; two types of performance that most of the
time reveal speaking at its thinnest and on its least effective levels.
The version given in the newspapers is prepared beforehand and
sent out for release; it is often, in effect and in conception, pure
writing. Then the speaking takes place with vital and significant
changes made face to face. Later, when further publication is
contemplated, a final revision is undertaken, again as writing, but
tempered by what succeeded as speaking. This is the common
procedure where the speaker has both a proper concern to make
his message fit his audience that actually listens, and also a desire
to have it look well in print for those who read.

"Where this does not happen, still the same distinction is re-
vealed between the essential genius of writing and of speaking.
Often enough the speech that makes poor reading sweeps the house.
We peruse it in the papers the next morning and wonder how men
could have get excited over such banal maunderings. Yet the re-
ports are conclusive that it won the audience completely. But
in this is found no real discrepancy; any more than when it trans-
pires that a speech which reads like a masterpiece put everybody
to sleep and accomplished practically nothing at the meeting.
Burke's resolutions, for the acceptance of which he delivered his
classic — considered as writing — on American conciliation, were
voted down, even though they involved nothing more than the
recognition of most obvious facts of history. Today we offer his
speech in our text books as a model of speech composition, though in
its immediate purpose it failed. Still as literature for the printed
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page, and conceived in a universalized mood and for the considera-
tion of the critic, it is a masterpiece • in truth. These situations
are both explained by the same law; that the meanings got from
reading are entirely different in nature and degree from those got
from listening. The calibre of the text judged as written composi-
tion is no reliable index of the effect it once produced upon listen-
ers ; for poor printed page stuff often enough creates a furore when
spoken, and literature rich on the page often empties the house. (
Because speaking and writing, as bodies of thought, have as many
differences as likenesses and are not to be confused.

It is this same distinction that makes poetry at its best when
read aloud. Primarily it is written to be spoken. If it does not
read well aloud, it is not good poetry; whereas if the full meaning
is to be got from it, it must be read either in silent speech or aloud.
In any case its worth is measured by the effect upon the speech
mechanism. In this, poetry and oratory are alike, as in all attri-
butes except rhyme and metre; great poetry is oratorical, and
great oratory is poetical. All because they rely upon the same med-
ium of expression, the mechanism of voice.

Indifference to this distinction easily arises from unwarrant-
able conceptions of what thought is. To look upon thought as a
fixed, static thing, is to misconceive its nature. As something sta-
tionary it does not exist. When we speak of thought as applied to
speaking and writing, we have in mind what we call "carrying"
thought. Yet nothing that can be called thought is "carried" in
either writing or speaking. Prom the printed page emanate light
waves; from the voice go sound waves. These are interpreted;
they have signficance; they have meaning. But they do not even
"carry" meaning; they merely stir it, start it into life; but within
the mind of the reader or of the listener. Nothing is carried but

' waves; not a possible thing else. So that all our talk about thought
deals with a considerable fiction after all. What we ought to talk
about is the meaning stirred or to be stirred; the effect produced or
intended; the change brought about or hoped for in reader and
listener. This is the real object we have in mind when we talk about
thought as used in communication.

Finally, and most important of all, the speaker while speaking
decides what meanings his words shall carry. He is right there to
see how they carry, to make amends and to try again. The voice-
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body mechanism can be so powerful in enriching meaning, and sub-
tle too, that if he has any talent at all he can work wonders in com-
pelling listeners to get just the meaning he intends. In writing,
on the other hand, the reader comes nearer to deciding the mean-
ing. The writer is never sure that he can force meaning into the
one channel he has selected; he has no certain way of knowing
whether or not it has obeyed him, and he cannot detect and correct
mistakes if they happen. The speaker can read many illuminating
signs. Thus what is a hard limitation upon the writer can to the
speaker be a matter of free license.

VI
Yet after all, of the four elements of speaking and the three of

writing, it is in this matter of thought that speaking and writing
have most in common. The other common process is language.
"While language for speaking and language for writing have ele-
ments which they share, still they show more differences than in
thought.

The first and very obvious difference in language is that words
for speech are sounds, but for writing are marks on the page—ex-
cepting as they induce inner speech. It is not necessary to elabor-
ate further here on the tremendous significance of this difference ;
this has been done before and is widely understood. The voice
makes a word capable of a score of meanings as compared with an
enforced singleness of meaning on the page. So the volume of
meaning carried by spoken words and written words differs de-
cisively.

Again conditions under which language is used play a large
part. First, a reader can go back and pick up words he does not
get; a listener cannot. The reader can change his pace to suit his
needs; the listener has no choice and often pays for the loss of this
privilege. The reader can bear interruption; the listener has no
such chance. Legibility in writing—clearness of perceptibility—is
seldom an issue in reading; but its counterpart, enunciation and
pronunciation, is often an issue of the first importance for the
listener. Moreover, inasmuch as the eye is a much quicker and
safer reporter of meanings than the ear, the speaker in choosing
words must take account of the handicap which the listener bears
in the matter of apprehending words and their meaning. Per-
ceptibility is further affected in that a man reading in a quiet place
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undergoes a minimum of distractions; whereas in a public place a
listener is bombarded with incitements toward allowing his atten-
tion to waver or flag or wander. All these differences are factors
in the apprehension and assimilation of words and language, and
so in the reception of thought and meaning.

Further, social conditions make a vital difference in the words
chosen. There is a difference in idiom; there is a freedom about
speaking that gives it liberties. A verbatim report of a speech,
when printed in the papers, oftentimes looks pretty bad for the
speaker's regard for dignfied idiom. In general, writing makes
for Latinized words that yield high specificity of meaning; whereas
the more generalized Anglo-Saxon, such as do, go, man, good, fair,
are often too ambiguous for paper, yet easily are made unmistak-
able in speech.

This difference extends to propriety; words that would shock
on paper seem to pass nicely in a crowded and socially tolerant
audience. Thus usage for speaking is clearly not what it is for
writing. To make it the same in both situations would disregard
important necessities and privileges. When we do not see the face
of the man whose stuff we read, we insist that he shall take no
liberties with us; whereas if we have a good look at his countenance
and bearing we know how to accept him.

In syntax is also found this same difference. No clear mean-
ing is gathered from the printed page if the sentence composition
does not conform to rule—syntax. Speakers go far, with permis-
sion and success, in bending rules to their pleasure. Not a few
speakers succeed with Beecher's attitude, "when I have something
that must be said, I don't propose to let a little thing like the
English language get in my way!" To present this here is neither
to commend nor to condemn; it merely records a demonstrable fact ;
that writing is hurt by faulty syntax always; speaking much less
often, sometimes not at all.

Sentence structure is also affected. As an instance take empha-
sis. A speaker who knows how to use his voice well, can violate
all the text-book rules of emphasis—made for writing—and not
suffer seriously in getting the effect he desires. In many cases he
is better off if, like the writer he puts important words in im-
portant places; but he does not have to. Note the circumlocution
necessary to the writer to carry this very meaning on paper: ' ' but
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to do so he suffers no such compulsion." The device of italics for
emphasis is to suggest a speech emphasis where emphasis of voice
and eye do not happen to fall together.

VII

In sum, the voice of the speaker can always reveal more than
the page—or else less. At least the capacities of the two are never
alike. The page represents expressiveness at a fixed level, with lim-
itations of the most pronounced nature. The capacity of speaking
as a means of expression is almost limitless. In fact, this is its
peculiar and eternal mission; to express, to reveal. Never in this
can writing equal speaking; its limitations, chiefly of a social na-
ture—though also mechanical—are so firmly fixed that there must
always be much greater moving power in speech than in writing.
So long as a word must mean only one thing on paper, while it can
mean a score of things with the voice, and so long as a sentence in
print must be confined to one meaning although it can be given
dozens of meanings when spoken, there must be this difference and
this inferiority of the word or sentence when written as against
the same when spoken.

VIII
If it be in order-let it be said that this in no wise derogates

the power of writing in its special sphere. Writing has very spe-
cial responsibilities in the movement of civilization. First, it makes
for accuracy under repetition; it must read the same the second
time and any time afterwards; or, at least, ought to. Speaking,
however, when repeated is sure to suffer change in meaning, and
may even reverse itself. This gives writing first place in value as
matter for repetition and permanency. From this comes its pat-
ent superiority for reaching abroad more widely in time than
speaking can ever possibly reach.

Secondly, writing works by a process of nibbling, or maybe,
attrition, overcoming opposition and ignorance by wearing it down.
Its motto is, ' ' The constant dripping of the water wears away the
hardest stone." Speaking plays for immediate results. Its motto
might well be, ' ' Strike while the iron is hot.'' As a consequence
the mission of the press is to prepare the ground, plant the seed,
water, and cultivate. That of the platform or conference is to
reap. During a campaign the press grinds on for months giving
news, facts, near facts; and influences, of course, some thinking.
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But when the great moment arrives for decision, for all and finally,
then out come the speakers and the interviews and the "fixers."
They bring the matter to a head. They gather the crop.

The same holds for business transactions. Letters follow one
another and make sentiment. To get signatures, however, the firm
usually prefers, always in important or difficult cases if possible, to
send "our Mr. So-and So."

Thus in general the task of writing is to lay foundations; the
task of speaking to induce decision. This holds for the law, for
ecclesiastical affairs—very distinctly so in matters of revival or sub-
scription for funds—for legislation, and for all matters of com-
munity enterprise where a vote is to be taken, funds subscribed,
or sanctions given. Typically in all of these a day for decision is
definitely set, and typically it is contemporaneous with a, public
address or a private interview. For the reason, as said, that speak-
ing reveals more of the speaker's intent, stirs more meanings in the
mind of the hearer, answers more questions, and proves generally
more illuminating and satisfying.

As the basis for general education, preference will always fall
to writing. This is provided for by its permanence. It will al-
ways reach farther, for the mails are more constant than public
meetings. It can be multiplied and multiplied again, and with the
same meaning and message; thus giving it range in time and space.
It will always be an advance agent of civilization. " Speaking,
though, will always be a more common medium of exchange; con-
versation will always be more usable for ordinary human com-
munication than letter-writing or than handing our circulars and
tracts. It will in addition always be the means of giving to words
and language a positive veridity; wherever men desire to leave no
doubts as to their meaning and their intentions, they will face one
another and speak. Speaking will always be the more informing,
the more revealing, the more transparent. Lastly, it must be the
means of bringing decisions, and forcing issues to a head. With
speaking, man began his first essays at communication, and to it he
will prefer to return in his times of greatest need.

IX

It can be said with assurance that here is a subject that offers
a wide field for interesting and profitable study.
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